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Abstract 
 
The mitumba trade of second-hand clothing in Kenya has been growing rapidly the last 
twenty years, making the street vendors selling from huge piles of second-hand clothing very 
familiar in the street view. The complexity of this network behind the import, unpacking, 
distribution, adjusting, selling and buying of second-hand clothes, has been examined 
through a three month field study in Mombasa, the biggest harbor city of Kenya. By taking 
this chain of relationships as departure, trust and distrust have been uncovered as 
mechanisms which create tensions, chooses, manipulations, commitments and expectations 
for second-hand clothing traders. Trying to make a living in this trade requires the strategic 
use of reputation, social connections and information, making the complexity and 
applications of trust in this value chain of key importance for the study of the second-hand 
clothing market.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Research question 
 
This research proposes a new focus for studying the structure and complexity of the second-
hand clothing market in Kenya, by looking specifically at how different actors define 
themselves in the trade and how they form their economic transactions. Special attention will 
be given to how those relationships have been created, how different actors like wholesalers, 
importers, traders, brokers and retailers are connected to each other, and how those 
relationships are sustained, change or break down. Those aspects will be studied by looking 
at the influence and role of trust and distrust in such networks. By seeing trust and distrust as 
aspects that can deepen our understanding of the trading networks involved in the second-
hand clothing market, the main question, based on the literature study, can been described 
as: 
How are trade relationships formed in trading networks in the second-hand 
clothing market that start in the Kenyan port city Mombasa, and how and why 
does trust play a role in those relationships.   
 
This main question has been further divided into three specific questions. Those questions 
deal with main aspects of informal trading networks, such as connections, relationships and 
trust herein. The following questions can be distinguished:      
 
- What are the trading networks of people involved in the second-hand clothing market 
starting in Mombasa? 
- How are the relationships in those networks established, maintained, changed, disrupted or 
terminated? 
- How and why does trust play a role in the second-hand trading market and what does trust 
mean in those trading relationships?      
 
The following chapters will deal with those questions after first introducing the different 
concepts and the background of the second-hand clothing trade. After a literature study a 
detailed description of the different places, the harbor, the market Kongowea and the city 
centre will be given. Presenting those most important places for the second-hand clothing 
trade in Mombasa, chapter five includes four case studies to give some impressions about 
the everyday practices of trading networks. After setting the scene of this market, chapter six 
will then go deeper into questions about how trading relationships evolve and how trust 
places a role in those networks. Through the three identified places, processes involved in 
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the building, development and ending of trading relationships and agreements, will be 
explained. In the last section some extra attention is devoted to use of tribal distinctions as a 
mechanism for creating trust. Chapter eight will then bring the final results of this analysis.    
 
Relevance 
 
Scientific relevance 
 
In research about trade relationships trust and distrust are key aspects. Despite the 
importance of trust, so far there has been very limited interest in anthropology for this 
concept. In social sciences, this has always been perceived to be the field of psychology and 
sociology, in which much research is conducted on the trust relationships in the game 
theories. Outside the extended literature on models like the prisoners’ dilemma, only few 
accounts, like Shipton (1995) and Bähre (2007), have tried to extend this research into 
anthropology. As also noted by Alexander and Alexander (1991), anthropology has long 
been associated with the theories of gift exchanges and moral transactions of reciprocity, 
thus seeing them “either as inextricably embedded in the social, or as apart from and 
analytically prior to the social” (Alexander and Alexander 1991: 493).  
Van Donge (1992) and Beuving (2004) have just started to examine when and why 
trust and trustworthy behavior arrive, how economic actors build on trust and when and why 
it breaks down. Questions about how people use concepts like trust and distrust to create 
opportunities and value, to gain a reputation or status, manipulate and survive in social 
realities, still remain unanswered. This research will attempt to fill in some of those gaps and 
make a contribution in widening the scope of the theory on trust and trustworthiness into 
fields that can not be covered by the game theory explanations.  
 
Furthermore, the proposed questions can create a new understanding in debates about the 
local meaning of intercontinental trade and globalization. There is a renewed interest in the 
lifelines of products, how commodities are being made and trade relationships of those 
commodities are being formed, and how those relationships can be made better or more 
transparent. This research may contribute to those interests, by looking closely at how 
informal trade relationships in a global market are organized.               
In this regard, some writers have started the tracking of second-hand cloths in the 
forms of value chains (see for example Field (2007), Baden & Barber (2005)). But as we 
shall see, the rise of this trade in developing countries has often coincided with a downfall of 
domestic clothing and apparel industries. Much of the existing accounts have thus likewise 
focused on this apparent clash of industries and mainly explored employment possibilities of 
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the second-hand clothing market. In treating the second-hand clothing always in relation with 
domestically produced clothing, the former is still often seen as the negative counterpart of 
the domestic clothing industry, despite the recent attempts to change this (Hanson 2004). 
More important, such an approach misses an essential aspect of the second-hand 
clothing market, namely the practices and relations between the people in this market itself. 
Although claims are made about people dealing with second-hand clothing, their 
development, their income and work, those people themselves are only represented in 
numbers and figures. Eventually the arguments are not about the people in the value chain, 
but about the clothes, the commodity that will travel trough the hands of those people. The 
paths and relationships between the places and people that a second-hand t-shirt passes are 
a side issue of which the meaning has deserved no further attention. The emphasis on 
places, being like nodes in a network of second-hand clothing, misses the importance of the 
supposedly self-evident connections between the nodes.  
Because of those implications of the existing literature, this research proposes a 
different view to gain some new insights in the debates and discussions about second-hand 
clothing. It will consider the above mentioned points by focusing this research on the 
relationships within the second-hand clothing sector, and not on the relations between the 
second-hand clothing and domestically produced clothing markets. It will thereby also try to 
go around the negative reputation of the used clothing.  
Next to that, this research will not only look at the structure and composition of the 
second-hand clothing value chain itself, but specifically on the relationships between those 
different people placed in this chain. It will focus on how those relationships are formed and 
sustained by looking to the aspects of trust and distrust between people. The importance of 
connections in a network of nodes will then become clear through processes of inclusion and 
exclusion, through power, liability and dependence, through knowledge and trust. The people 
and their relationships towards one another that are behind the clothes, instead of the 
clothes themselves, will play the central role in this study about relationships in the second-
hand clothing market.  
 
Social relevance 
 
Apart from the scientific fields of study, further motivation and justification of this research 
can be seen in the possibilities it proposes for the future analyses and policy of the Kenyan 
government. When concerning the second-hand clothing market, the Kenyan government 
policy is not at all logical or coherent, showing rapidly changing strategies and import duties. 
This research can contribute to a better understanding of different aspects within the trading 
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networks, and can thus be used as a resource for establishing an improved and more 
consistent import policy.   
 It can therefore also help to get more transparency and openness about the 
regulation, structure and importance of this international trade, not only for the people 
actually dealing in second-hand clothing, but also for the people throwing their cloths away. 
When explaining my research to others, most people were stunned to hear about the 
magnitude and complexity of the trade behind the clothes they will give up upon. There still is 
a generally held believe that their clothes will be given away for free in developing countries, 
not knowing anything about the huge amounts of money involved, that are partly earned by 
development organizations trying to eradicate poverty.1 Although creating a market instead of 
just giving away clothes could be argued to be the better option, the real organization of the 
trade is still too often ignored or concealed. The transparency could thus in the future be 
much further improved and the following study will try to contribute to this aim.      
Proving a detailed picture about the second-hand clothing trade, it can also be used 
as information about trust in economic relationships in other informal trading networks. This 
can be especially important for other African countries that experience some similar 
problems with second-hand clothing markets, like Tanzania, Zambia and Rwanda. For 
comparable situations, concepts from this research like trust and distrust can help to 
overcome difficulties and to get a better view on how such trade operates.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1
 In which I do not want to judge any of those organizations for their involvement in second-hand clothing 
markets.  
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2. Theoretical framework 
 
Trust and distrust 
 
Trust and distrust are central concepts in the development of economic markets. Trust 
mechanisms are deployed all around the world, but what kind of strategies are being used, 
how, by whom and with which consequences, varies from place to place. Considering the 
little available anthropological research about this position of trust and distrust, it can be 
stated that the meaning and significance of trust have been structurally underestimated. 
Therefore this research will try to grasp some of the implications and practices underlying the 
concept of trust.      
 
Trust has a long history in sociology and psychology. The main recent theory developed 
around the concept has been based on trust games and schemas like the prisoners 
dilemma, in which trust is seen as a rational, cognitive response to certain manipulated and 
modeled situations. Without going into the exact functioning and different applications of 
such theoretical models, which is outside the scope of this research, some main aspects of 
the discourses are important to mention for our understanding about trust and distrust.  
The most accepted definition of trust in a rationale sense is that provided by Hardin: 
“A trust B to do, or with respect to, X” (Hardin 2006: 19). This thus involves expectations of 
the actions of other people and when I trust you, this would mean I think you encapsulate my 
interests in your own interests (Hardin 2004: 6). The outcome is always uncertain; my trust 
could be justified, but also misplaced, it could have a moral or emotional foundation, or can 
be seen as rational, with a logic reasoning. But whatever is the case, trust is thus always 
seen as a matter of choice.  
In this sense “distrust follows naturally from the risk of trusting” (Larson in Hardin 
2004: 38) and is often seen as the negative twin brother of trust. Distrust thus entails 
negative expectations of somebody’s behavior, and therefore it is thus thought to be “harder 
to repair distrust and create trust than it is to wreck trust and create distrust” (Hardin 2004: 
30). Trust and distrust thus vary in operationalization and associated consequences. Others 
describe them as being “mutually exclusive, but not mutually exhaustive” (Ullman-Margalit in 
Hardin 2004: 60). This means it is possible to not trust nor distrust somebody. And just as 
trust is not always rational, distrust is not always irrational or bad, although the later has 
always a certain foundation.  
But as trust is a complicated concept, its meaning can not solely be defined in rational 
models, but must be seen in the context it arrives. Something which Granovetter (1985: 482) 
refers to as the “argument of embeddedness”: that such behaviors are “constrained by 
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ongoing social relations”. By acknowledging the importance of the actors, context and 
surroundings in establishing and maintaining trust, notions about reputation, stigmatization 
and stereotyping become important mechanisms. Categorizations based on attributes of 
certain groups such as tribe, gender or family bonds, can influence the position and behavior 
of individuals in building up trustful relationships. Trust can thus sometimes be seen as a 
fragile commodity being traded in processes of labeling and in- and exclusion (Dasgupta in 
Gambetta 2000: 50).  
This also implies that trust involves forces of power, with mostly an asymmetrical 
direction. This lets us pose questions about the establishment of reciprocity and obligations 
between buyers and sellers of second-hand clothing and how they establish cooperation in a 
hierarchical organization of very few powerful wholesalers, little middle-men and 
overwhelming amount of small retailers. Thereby we must keep in mind, as Gambetta 
argues, that trust is not a precondition for cooperation to be created and we do not always 
look for economic pay-off when trusting somebody (Gambetta 2000: 219-220), as often 
presumed in game theory experiments (Dasgupta in Gambetta 2000).  
Distrust can even be endemic to social relationships (Bähre 2007: 140) and thus the 
line between trust and distrust is getting blurred. As Shipton makes clear “distrust is not just a 
mirror image of trust” (Shipton 2007: 36) and must thus not always be seen as a problem, but 
can also be “a reasonable response to their present situation” (Granovetter 1985: 506). In 
this line of reasoning Alexander and Alexander (1991) show that concealing of information 
and bargaining on the market prices can actually be very effective and although Beuving 
(2004) argues that there is a lack of trust in the social contracts involved in the car trade in 
Benin, it is precisely because of the distrust involved, the lack of information, cheating, and 
manipulation that makes it able to stay in business.    
 Such accounts then create questions about what trust and distrust then actually 
mean, how we can distinguish between them, how people decide whether to trust somebody 
or not, and why trust  is even there? Do we trust because it gives us economic benefits, to 
build a reputation or a long term relationship, to get market entrance or maybe because we 
want to identify with others? And when is trust not there, when does it break down and how 
then do we perpetuate it; by social norms, or active punishment and coercion, through 
shared interest or using stereotypes or reputation? 
 This research will look at those questions in relation to the second-hand clothing 
market in Kenya. It will try to give at least a better understanding about how trust and distrust 
are used in social relationships that resolve around the risks of not knowing what consumers 
on the other side of the world will throw away. As we shall see social relationships are crucial 
not only for eliminating trading risks, but also for maintaining them. By establishing personal 
strategies social relationships can be used to limit distrust, but social relationships can also 
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be contrariwise avoided to limit risks. By looking at such trading relationships and networks 
the underlying tensions, chooses, manipulations, commitments and expectations of second-
hand clothing traders in Mombasa can be revealed.         
 
Networks and value chains  
 
The route a piece of clothing will follow from the moment somebody decides to throw it away, 
until the moment it will be worn again by a consumer in Kenya can be described as a 
network linking different places, people and practices. Such mapping of a network of second-
hand clothing traders has been done several times before in other accounts, mostly based 
on a commodity or value chain (Field 2007; Baden & Barber 2005). Before entering into 
details about how such a value chain looks like, the concept of chains itself deserves some 
further attention.   
A commodity chain was first defined by Hopkins and Wallerstein (1986: 159) as “the 
network of labor and production processes whose end result is a finished commodity”. 
Developed to conceptualize interrelated economic activities across geographical places the 
Global Commodity Chain (GCC) was then further developed by Gereffi: “A GCC consists of 
sets of interorganizational networks clustered around one commodity or product, linking 
households, enterprises and states to one another within the world economy” (Gereffi, 
Humpfrey & Surgeon 2005: 79). Gereffi (in Foster 2005: 287) identified three main 
dimensions of global commodity chains; an input-output structure, in which value-adding 
activities were linked; a territoriality, looking at the geographical distribution; and a 
governance structure in which the power relations and authority were revealed. Gereffi 
(2005) has focused his work on the governance structures making a distinction between 
producer-driven and buyer-driven commodity chains. According to Leslie and Reimer (Leslie 
& Reimer 1999: 402) especially the spaces and places take an important position in 
mediating the meaning, and reveal the leakiness and the balance of power in such chains. 
Next to the Gereffi’s theory focusing especially on governance structures, other 
concepts explaining value chains, like commodity circuits, production networks and systems 
of provision, have started to arrive (Leslie & Reimer 1999). But as such concepts make 
notions about institutional frameworks and power mechanisms, such vague rational 
abstractions do not provide clear guidelines for examining value chains like that of second-
hand clothing.  
To be able to map networks, create value chains, and identify the often bypassed 
actors actually making up such chains, the actor network theory gives some insights. By 
focusing on the personal connections and practices, actor networks can be defined as 
“chains that give rise to natural and social realities .… which allows for the construction of 
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centers and peripheries, insides and outsides” (Murdoch in Dicken, Kelly, Olds & Yeung 
2001: 102). Ambitious relationships can thus be explained by their embeddedness in “time- 
and space-specific contexts” (Dicken e.a. 2001: 91) and networks are seen from the point the 
actors involved. The individual practices and structural forces through different geographical 
scales are then both becoming meaningful, bypassing the abstract governance mechanism 
implied from above.  
 
Using those different trends in looking at the flows and networks of commodities enables the 
creation of a value chain about the complexities of the second-hand clothing market. This 
research will use the concepts of value chains and actor networks to examining in greater 
detail the flows and accompanying networks and relationships of clothing in Mombasa. The 
connections of exporters, importers, wholesalers, retailers and many others will thus be 
mapped, and during the writing the relationships behind those connections will be further 
explored. According to Stokman (2001: 10510) it is eventually this combination of specific 
connections and their underlying relations that determines the structure of the network: 
“social networks provide and limit opportunities of individual choices, whereas at the same 
time individuals initiate, construct, maintain and break up relationships”. Those two sides will 
become clear in the following construction of the second-hand cloth value chain.  
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3. Methodology 
 
This thesis primary draws on data obtained during a three-month field research about the 
second-hand clothing trade carried out between April and July 2011 in Mombasa, Kenya. A 
preliminary literature study about the global value chains of second-hand clothing forms the 
backbone of this study.     
Mombasa is the second largest city of Kenya with a population of 939 thousand 
people (Open Data County Urbanization: Mombasa), located in the Coast province next to 
the Indian Ocean. Mombasa locates the only large harbor of Kenya, which has contributed to 
a long trading history with notably Persian Gulf nations. Although trade and tourism are 
booming, Mombasa still holds a poverty rate of 37.6 percent (Open data, County poverty 
rates 2005/6) and roughly half of the population works in the informal sector. Because of its 
connection to the Indian Ocean, Mombasa forms the main entrance for second-hand clothing 
into Kenya, and thus provided the opportunity to conduct a network centered research of the 
second-hand clothing trade of Kenya.  
 
During this fieldwork interviews were conducted with various actors involved in used cloth 
trading networks, like importers, wholesalers, retailers, brokers, buyers and consumers to 
examine the market structure. A total of 22 informal interviews were carried out, with open 
questions and a semi-structured character. And to get a deeper understanding about 
sensitive topics, like certain trust issues, in some cases vignette questions have been used. 
Vignette questions give concrete and realistic scenario’s that can give insights into the 
behavior in specific contexts, for example when somebody has not kept his promises in trade 
relationships. Multiple interviews were carried out over the fieldwork period with nearly all 
respondents, (apart from five persons). All potential respondents were approached 
irrespective of their age, ethnicity, nationality, religion or other personal characteristics and 
no clear identifiable groups or overrepresentation of certain characteristics have been 
identified in the received data. Eight of the respondents were women and 14 men, with the 
youngest respondent being 16 years old and the oldest 42 years old. The respondents had 
between five months and 25 years of experience in the second-hand clothing trade, and the 
majority could be described as belonging to the poorer segment of the population with a low 
income.  
The major source of information during the field research was acquired through 
participant observation. This technique created easier access to important information, a 
more insiders look in daily practices, and critical questions and insights in the organization 
and development of networks surrounding second-hand clothing. Just sitting next to traders 
or retailers, observing their activities and asking questions whenever they come up, proved 
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to be a very useful way of collection valuable information. Disputes, even fights, illegal 
practices, gossip, and business problems, concerning trading activities often revealed hidden 
intentions, emotions and relationships. 
Also accompanying informants in their travels towards clothing markets and clients, 
attending important market days and helping traders in their daily activities, provided much 
information. I assisted several retailers and market traders in selling, buying and selecting or 
valuing activities and was myself often approached for insiders’ information about the right 
prices and contacts.   
Because the Kongowea market is the largest second-hand clothing market of 
Mombasa, a further analysis was made about the characteristics of this market, which 
include observations and calculations about the number of traders, the amount of bales and 
circulating clothes and the structure and organization of the market place.  
To further illustrate the role of trust in market relationships four case studies have 
been developed about four persons all representing one of the main sides in the second-
hand clothing trade in Mombasa; an importer from the harbor, two medium-sized trader from 
the market Kongowea, and a small retailer in the town centre. By using case studies complex 
relationships and specific situations can be explained and used as examples of how trust 
operates throughout trading networks. Multiple interviews, together with several visits, 
observations and conversations with those four respondents and others related to them, 
together provide a detailed picture of the complexity involved in the commodity chain. The 
four cases will be used several times in the following chapters to shed light on the 
organization of various localities with their own norms, possibilities and constrains.  
 
The analyses and interpretation of the research results was a continuing process, deployed 
already during the field research. In the data analyses qualitative and quantitative information 
were combined, but with a main focus on the qualitative values and contents of trade 
relationships. The interviews were coded and together with analyses, observations, case 
studies of the field work and background information obtained during the literature study, 
they create a rich picture of the complexities and developments of trading networks in used 
clothing.  
A last point must be made about the low validity and the difficulty of generalization 
and replication. Sometimes qualitative research is thought to have less impact and relevance 
compared to quantitative research. Especially findings from case studies are hard to be 
generalized. But such cases do provide more detailed and rich information, which increase 
the validity of the research. The open and informal character of interviews also limits 
information biases. Thereby, the main aim of this study is not to be a representative of 
network per se, but to give an impression of the drawbacks, entanglements, chances and 
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contingencies involved in such uniquely situated market relationships. Therefore it can be 
used as a detailed example of the functioning and development of networks and trust in 
economic transactions.      
 
During my stay I have tried to act according to the codes of ethics stated by the American 
Anthropological Association (AAA)2, as much as possible. Also all the names of respondents 
have been changed, so remarks and quotes can not be traced back to individual persons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
2
 See the American Anthropological Association: http://www.aaanet.org/_cs_upload/issues/policy-
advocacy/27668_1.pdf, used on February 3, 2011. 
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4. Background 
 
The context of the second-hand clothing trade 
 
The trading of second-hand clothing can be traced back to the beginning of the 15th century. 
Despite this long history, the complexity, scale and magnitude of this trade have not so much 
increased as in the last two decades. 
According to United Nations (UN) statistics the second-hand clothing trade has grown 
four times its size since 1990 from US$1.4 billion to US$5.9 billion in 2011 (UN Comtrade 
2009). The United States is the biggest exporting country with an export value of almost 
US$709 million, followed by the United Kingdom with a value of US$508 million, and 
Germany with US$441 million. Together they control 44,3 percent of the export market that 
has a total value of close to US$4 billion. Currently the Russian Federation, Pakistan and 
China are the biggest importing countries, but Sub-Saharan African countries still account for 
10 percent of the import market value. Although this seems little, Sub-Sahara Africa is the 
only region with a large negative trade balance of US$0.8 billion in 2009 (UN Comtrade 
2009). For many countries in Sub-Sahara Africa second-hand clothing constitutes more than 
30 percent of the total value (more than 50 percent in volume terms) of the clothing market 
(Baden and Barber 2005). The volumes of traded used clothing should also not be 
underestimated, considering the fact that the retail prices of second-hand clothing are only 
10-20 percent of the original selling prices (Field 2005).   
In many African countries the trade is badly regulated, and without much legal 
protection or permanent clear policies, corruption and fraud are common. The reluctance of 
African governments to invest in the trade can be mainly attributed to the difficult relationship 
between the domestic clothing and garment industries and the imported second-hand 
clothing.   
 
When the second-hand clothing was starting to account for the majority of the total clothing 
import markets of developing nations, industrial textile and clothing sectors in Sub-Saharan 
countries at the same time experienced serious declines in employment and production. 
Various account recorded this deterioration, which in some countries even let the textile 
industry “on the brink of extinction” (Slotterback 2007: 8)3. Bigsten and Wicks also recorded 
some “significant disincentive effects in developing nations” (Bigsten and Wicks 1996: 381). 
                                                 
3
 See also Mangieri (2006), Hanson (1999) and Chigbo, M. (2008): 
http://www.saiia.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=537:high-cost-of-an-imported-used-
spiderman-t-shirt&catid=74:eafrica, assessed on June 1, 2012. 
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Baden and Barber (2005) conclude that there has been a substantial decline of the value of 
the textile industries in the 1980s and 1990s in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
The ever more lucrative dumping practices of used clothing are then easily found a 
scapegoat, undermining domestic clothing production: “Mitumba is sent free, then sold, so 
with zero procurement costs, how can we compete?”.4 Although second-hand clothing could 
have had an undermining effect of the developments of domestic apparel industries, other 
reports argue that the picture is more complicated. Haggblade (1990) for example notes that 
the employment lost in garment industries can largely be replaced by newly created jobs in 
the used clothing distribution. Others have argued likewise that even if the import of used 
clothing might have played a role, it is certainly not the sole reason for this downfall of the 
domestic textile industries. Gertz (2008) notes the influence of economic depression in the 
early 1990s. Others also mention corruption, a lack of investment and infrastructure, 
outdated machinery and technologies, and weak management, as important factors of this 
decline (Mangieri 2006; Omolo 2006). 
 
Kenya, which had developed a substantial textile industry since independence in 1963, 
witnessed the same problems. While the used clothing import flourished, at the same time, 
the investment in and the productivity of the domestic textile industry became frozen. Voices 
from the textile industry argue that second-hand clothing is ruining their businesses, because 
they cannot compete with the cheap informal second-hand market.5 “The local textile industry 
in Kenya collapsed”, according to Mangieri mainly because of “the availability of secondhand 
clothing” (Mangieri 2006:6).  
Second-hand clothing entered the markets of Kenya at the end of the 1970s because 
of conflicts in neighboring countries like Uganda, Zaire, Somalia, Sudan and Rwanda. Kenya 
became a safe garden for refugees of those conflicts and wars, as they could rely on tents, 
food, and clothing from charity organizations. Those charity organizations and churches 
brought used garments in for free to donate to the poor communities. But in time, also 
because of the high demand, the second-hand clothing became commercialized and went 
into the market as charged commodities under the name mitumba. Mitumba is the Swahili-
word for bale, or bundle and refers to the large bales in which the second-hand clothing is 
being rapped and shipped when they are transported to African countries.  
But because the second-hand clothing was officially still banned in Kenya until 1991, 
the real increase in the used clothing trade happened much later. This imposed ban on 
second-hand clothing together with a 100 percent duty on imported goods had been installed 
                                                 
4
 Cawthorne, A. (2005):  http://jukwaa.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=70, 
accessed on June 25, 2012.  
5
 For example: Omondi, G. (2009): http://www.businessdailyafrica.com/Corporate%20News/-/539550/669892/-
/item/0/-/3pd4sdz/-/index.html, assessed on 29 January, 2012.  
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to protect the large domestic clothing industry of Kenya. At independence, the Kenyan textile 
industry was defined as “core industry” of the economy that employed about 30 percent of 
the labor force in the national manufacturing sector (Omolo 2006: 148; Export Processing 
Zones Authority 2005: 1).  
In 1991 Kenya adopted its first structural adjustment program (SAP) that were 
designed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World bank; a set of fiscal and 
policy measures created to stabilize African economies and to change the economic decline 
into sustainable economic development (Murunga 2007:263). Because of the increased 
pressures towards trade liberalization for necessary loans from the World Bank and the IMF, 
Kenya had to reform its economy and reduce its strong protection measurements. When 
Kenya subsequently opened up its borders and reduced its import restrictions and tariffs, the 
second-hand clothing came flooding in. Now imported mitumba cloth could be bought for 
prices far below of that of new Kenyan manufactured clothing. Prices that were highly 
appreciated by the 44.8 percent of the population living below the national poverty line in that 
time.6 
The import of second-hand clothing has thus since the 1990s increased significantly under 
market liberalizations, from 627 thousand kilograms of clothing in 1990, up to 80 million 
kilograms in 2010 (UN Comtrade 2009). The Kenya Importers and Exporters Association 
estimates that about 80 percent of all Kenyans purchase used clothing7. But the 
consequences were also severe: a loss of 12 thousand jobs in the textile and garment 
making and by 2001 the last major domestic manufacturers of colorful African print clothing 
for the local market closed their doors (Mangieri 2006). 
Ever since this downfall of the domestic industry, the government has made some 
attempts to get this core industry back on its tracks by introducing various export promotion 
platforms (Gertz 2008). Among those were the Export Processing Zones (EPZ) which offered 
incentives, to attract new firms manufacturing for export. Other positive developments were 
established by the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) that created duty- and quota-
free benefits for Sub-Saharan African countries to export apparel and textile products to the 
United States (Export processing Zones Authority 2005). Those developments and other 
encouraging efforts have started to pay off; the latest figures show that the EPZ clothing 
sector employed 24 thousand people in 2009(Export Processing Zones Authority 2009). The 
                                                 
6
 Global Poverty Working Group, World Bank: (2010): 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.NAHC/countries/KE?page=3&display=default, assessed on June 20, 
2012. 
7
 U.S. Commercial Service (2006): http://www.fibre2fashion.com/news/textile-
news/newsdetails.aspx?News_id=24396, assessed on June 20, 2012. 
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export of apparel constitutes now approximately 70 percent of the total export to the United 
States.8   
But still the levels of employment and income associated with the domestic textile and 
apparel industry are far less then around 100 thousand jobs in its heydays right after the 
independence.9 And because of this, the government has had a very unstable and ever-
changing policy concerning the second-hand clothing import and trade. Although some 
quality standards for health and safety reasons were created, last year the Kenyan 
government has implemented high import tariffs. Since the beginning of 2012 the import 
duties nearly doubled to KSh1.9 million per container, from the previous KSh1.1 million 
(Kenya Revenue Authority 2011)10. This resulted in many protests of the estimated 200 
thousand people in Kenya that are now making a living because of the second-hand trade.11 
Earlier plans for a total ban on the import would even hamper the market, since the Kenyan 
textile industry would not be able to meet domestic demands.12 According to Field (2005), 
most people simply can not afford new expensive cloth, because of the growing poverty.  
The low prices (approximately 5-10 times lower than for the same new clothing 
articles) are not the only reason why more and more consumers prefer second-hand 
clothing. The availability of different styles, the high quality and durability also show to be 
important. Great value is attached to the idea of wearing exclusive, unique clothes that 
distinguishes you from others. As one consumer explains; “You are ashamed of yourself, if 
somebody looks the same as you, because the other person can look much better in the 
same clothes” (Edric, interview by author, May 8, 2011). Thus according to Hanson (2004) 
the meaning of second-hand clothing changes through local appropriations and can therefore 
also not be seen as competing with the traditional clothing market. Some religious and social 
traditions require new or ‘traditional’ types of clothing; giving mitumba clothes its own niche 
market.   
 
Second-hand cloth supply chain 
 
The structure of the second-hand clothing market has had much scholarly attention, 
especially to compare employment possibilities with formal domestic textile industries. A 
                                                 
8
 Office of the United States Trade Representative: http://www.ustr.gov/countries-regions/africa/east-africa/kenya 
assessed on June 15, 2012.   
9
 Cawthorne, A. (2005): http://jukwaa.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=70, 
accessed on June 25, 2012. 
10
 Although the value of Kenyan Shilling fluctuates, €1.00 is approximately KSh103.09, thus KSh1 is €0.01.     
11
 Cawthorne, A. (ibid.). 
12
 U.S. Commercial Service (2006): http://www.fibre2fashion.com/news/textile-
news/newsdetails.aspx?News_id=24396, assessed on June 20, 2012. 
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typical supply chain for second-hand clothing, specified on Kenya’s position in this market, 
can be depicted as shown in Appendix 1. 
The moment when people in exporting countries throw away their clothes is generally 
seen as the starting point of this chain. Consumers, mostly located in relatively wealthy 
countries, donate their worn cloth to charity organizations and private textile recycling firms, 
like the Salvation Army and Goodwill in the United States, and Humana and Oxfam in 
Europe. Those organizations receive clothing through for example clothing bins, door-to-door 
collections and donations and dispose the still usable part (mostly around 50 percent) of 
them to rag merchants, graders and exporters. The clothes are then sorted by garment type, 
quality, fabric, gender or size and are compressed into 45 kilograms bales for shipment 
towards importing countries. Because most of the consignment will already be solved to 
large wholesalers before the ship arrives, and will thus never be seen by its buyer on 
forehand, this sorting is the only way to allow buyers to make a selection in quality and type. 
Field (2007), who has made a very precise description about this whole international trade 
from the charity organization in the United Kingdom to the Gikomba market in Nairobi, 
argues in her value chain that those graders are the largest beneficiaries of the trade. 
About 200-300 containers, each holding ten tones, arrive each month in the harbor of 
Mombasa, where they are piled up in the docks. The wholesaler or importer, who has 
ordered the load, will then come to pay the tax and single out their containers. Bale carriers 
then empty the containers and the t-shirts will be transported to big warehouses called go-
downs, owned by around 20 wholesalers. From those warehouses, still located in the harbor-
area, they are selling single or sometimes hundreds of bales to other wholesalers, traders 
and brokers mostly located in Mombasa or Nairobi. All bales are labeled by article and type, 
as is shown below in figure 1. Most are sold according to fixed prices. The most expensive 
bales are those with popular but scarce clothing articles like cotton skirts and top-dresses. 
Such popular bales are mostly sold only in combination with the less wanted bales or 
according to a waiting-list. There is also a distinction between first quality bales (with more 
relatively high quality clothes inside) and the rest of the bales, made visible by a ‘#1’-mark, 
which is already added during the packing. Further there are fast movers, like t-shirts, and 
slow movers, like jackets. Some of those slow movers will not be sold for years.  
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Figure 1. Label for white t-shirts. 
 
When a bale is bought by a hawker or businessman located in Mombasa, the next stop will 
probably be the Kongowea market, just outside the city centre of Mombasa. This lively 
marketplace consists of brokers who act as middleman between wholesalers, medium-sized 
traders selling cloth in the market themselves or other wholesalers, and owners of storage 
places inside Kongowea. There are approximately 30 wholesalers at Kongowea who sell 
from small storage places and warehouses inside the market, managing 50-75 bales at a 
time. Sometimes brokers or wholesalers who own such places have bought all the bales 
from a wholesaler or importer in the harbor to only transport and resell them again for 
additional charge in the market to middle-sized traders. Such middle-sized vendors, which 
make up the vast majority of the market, deal mostly with no more than five bales a week 
and will open the bales up in Kongowea for further distribution and resell. Thereby the sellers 
will divide their acquired clothes into different quality-categories. The best (and most 
profitable) items in a bale are called the ‘first camera’ clothes and are normally bought by 
only few well-known costumers that are invited to select first when the bale is opened. Of the 
approximately 100-250 items in one bale, only 10-30 are sold as first camera. After that 50-
100 pieces are then sold for a lower price as second camera clothing and the remaining 
items will then mostly be cleared as third quality before the new bales arrive. Less wealthy 
costumers will thus wait until the prices drop before they go and buy the leftovers for a small 
clearance price. 
 Although especially first camera clothing are expensive and are of good quality, still 
most of the buyers will bring their bought cloth to tailors or ironers, to make them more 
appealing and suitable for their African costumers. There are approximately 150 tailors in the 
Kongowea market, and sometimes it can take up to several days to get the clothes adjusted.  
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After a market vendor has opened up the bale, a smaller trader will buy a few pieces of 
clothes and bring them, after the necessary adjustments and reparations, to the town centre. 
Most of those smaller traders here hire stands or places on the ground in town to resell the 
acquired t-shirts again. They will hang or order their cloth so that the ‘nicest’ and most new 
ones will be best visible. Such small vendors clearly make up the vast majority of traders in 
the second-hand clothing business, as they can be found in every sidewalk in the centre of 
Mombasa. When also mobile shops (people walking around with their stock) and people who 
trade from outside their houses are included, their number reaches into thousands. They 
often only have few pieces of clothes; the biggest merchants will reach approximately 500-
700 clothing articles, but most of them have no more than 50 pieces.  
 In the centre of Mombasa the clothing will generally be sold to consumers. Purchases 
can also be done for other family members, neighbors or friends, who live more remote or 
which themselves are not able to buy their clothing. Sometimes the clothes are traded or 
given away several times before they really end up by the consumer somewhere in a rural 
village. Some consumers will also go to the market to buy their clothes at a lower price, but 
buying your clothes in town has the advantage of not spending any effort and time in 
selecting, repairing and/or accustoming their purchases. Then this is the job of the small 
traders, which connect the personal demands and preferences of their customers with the 
supply and stock of the market.  
 
Because of the complexity of this large informal trade, estimations about the employment are 
hard to make. Next to collecting organizations, exporters, importers, wholesalers, brokers, 
traders, vendors, tailors, retailers, buyers and consumers, the market also provides major 
‘spin-off employment’, as Field (2005) calls it; “People earning a living by repairing or ironing 
the cloth, making hangers or bags (which are used everywhere for transportation of the 
cloth), security, caring bales, or supervising the warehouses”. Rono (1998) thus rightly 
concludes that the mitumba trade offers major opportunities for low-educated people, which 
would otherwise remain unemployed. Mitumba sellers also appear to earn a relatively good 
income, compared to other unskilled jobs, and according to Field (2007) the market offers 
increased opportunities for women. But as Brooks (2010) emphasizes that the transparency 
of the trade, also for people giving their old clothes away, is lacking. Without being aware of it 
people that clean up their closets, determine the supply of resources in a lucrative business, 
leaving little room for any control or agency of mitumba traders themselves. The inequalities, 
obligations, insecurities and chances such dispersed networks and connections bring along, 
will be the main focus of this research.        
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5. The importance of places: from importer to consumer 
 
As shown in the description of the value chain of second-hand clothing, many different actors 
in Mombasa are involved in this trade. To give a better picture about those actors, their daily 
struggles and opportunities, the next section will explain the different positions in greater 
detail through four case studies. All those four people were placed in a very different 
situation, one as importer in the harbor of Mombasa, two as traders of the Kongowea market, 
and one small trader selling second-hand clothing in the town centre. They all face different 
problems and as we shall see in the next chapter, they find different mechanism and 
solutions to deal with those problems. In describing the different places, I will follow the trail 
of second-hand clothing as best as possible, and thus start by the entrance point for second-
hand clothing in Mombasa; Amid, one of the biggest wholesalers of Kenya.    
 
Amid the cautious big men 
 
In Mombasa around 20 wholesalers and importers are in control of almost the entire flow of 
second-hand clothing thought-out Kenya. Operating from large warehouses and go-down’s, 
in the part of Mombasa called Docks, they form the entrance point for millions of mitumba 
bales every single year. The warehouses form a surprising economic hustle and bustle in the 
long silent roads stretching north from the Mombasa town centre.  
Being one of the newest members of this selected company, Amid has quickly 
become one of the most important men in this trading network, according to himself owning 
more the halve of the total import market of second-hand cloth in Mombasa. At the time of 
the interview Amid his business in Mombasa was only seven months old. Amid himself was 
already 19 years actively engaged with the second-hand clothing market, and was now 
operating in seven African countries (Burundi, Congo, Cameroon, Angola, Tanzania, Zambia 
and Kenya). To supply all those branches family members of Amid had set up a packing 
company in Canada. Amid was dealing with seven thousand bales every week, and was 
running this entire business in Mombasa with only five employees; three strong men carrying 
the bales and one person dealing with the input and output, which was his 20 year old son. 
His warehouse consisted of two floors both stuffed with all sorts of second-hand clothing 
bales and he kept a pricelist (of at least ten pages) of all those different type of bales at hand. 
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Figuur 2. A small sight of the warehouse of Amid 
 
Most of the importers in Mombasa were just like Amid Arabic, or Asian, men, which could 
rarely be found in their warehouses. They were busy traveling around the world, keeping 
their businesses going by making deals through the phone and internet. Their businesses 
contacts extended mostly into Europe and America, but second-hand cloth were imported 
from all over the world. Because of an increase of outsourcing of the packaging, nowadays 
countries like China, Malaysia, and Bangladesh became popular business partners. Amid 
mostly dealt with clothing from America and Germany.  
The warehouses were those business transactions become everyday reality are 
mostly left in the hands of trustworthy smaller businessmen. Importers like Amid could only 
keep track of all those business activities in different countries through surveillance cameras, 
of which he could see the images directly on his laptop. He kept a close eye on the stock 
market and whenever he adjusted the price the other branches would implement the new 
price the same minute. Only when problems arose, like missing bales when a container in 
the harbor was emptied, contact was sought with the responsible person of the warehouse. 
And although wholesalers are mostly earning millions of shillings, the people staffing their go-
downs and warehouses, would not even earn one tenth of their salary. One of such 
supervisors was even selling scrap-cards for phone credit next to selling the mitumba bales 
to sustain himself. His boss was playing videogames all day, almost never leaving his air-
conditioned room, while earning the big money. 
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On the contrary, Amid was when possible, from seven o’clock in the morning until six 
in the evening, actively involved in the business at his warehouses. Normally, when a 
costumer came in, Amid and the potential buyer would sit down to negotiate a deal. Amid 
would then write a receipt with the type, quality, price and payment on it. After payment the 
costumer would take this receipt to one of the carriers. The carrier would search the specified 
bale, or when requested and approved by Amid, costumers could come along and choose 
the bale themselves. The carrier would then carry the bale out for the costumer, and thereby 
close the deal.  
But Amid would still only deal with regular costumers. Most strangers were not 
allowed in, only if they knew exactly what they wanted or when brokers had invited them in. 
And even then, the asked bales are carried outside; only regular customers were allowed in 
to come and pick the bale themselves. The warehouse on itself does not really look inviting 
either, being one big block of concrete, with two heavy doors and multiple security guards too 
pass before one could enter. By letting nobody entering his warehouse Amid thus kept the 
communication and social relationships as limited as possible. But Amid also admitted that 
as a consequence of this policy, he could not tell whether the sun was shining or it was 
raining badly outside.  
  
Nina and Delias; inside and outside the market 
 
Delias could always be found sitting on one of his large piles of second-hand trousers 
chewing his mira-sticks13, waving to everybody coming along. He has a pretty stable 
business right at the intersection of the busiest roads in the Kongowea market, which can be 
reached by crossing the New Nyali bridge coming from the city centre of Mombasa. Delias 
has been a familiar face in the market for over ten years now, working his way up to 
becoming the owner of one of the largest stands on Kongowea’s main road, employing 
everyday around five other salesmen. 
Kongowea is by far the largest second-hand clothing market of Mombasa, the name 
deriving from articles bad to wear, or bad clothing (kongo meaning bad, wea referring to 
wearing), because the coastal clans living around the market thought about second-hand 
cloth as bad clothing.   
In the Kongowea market some two thousand vendors are trying to earn a daily salary 
by selling all kinds of different products: all kinds of fruits and vegetables, potatoes, rise, all 
different colored and smelling herbs and spices, toys, electrical devices, kitchen utensils, 
useless items, fabrics, beds and benches, ice-cream, animals, meat, and so on. About half of 
the markets vendors, around one thousand, are dealing in second-hand clothing. This is 
                                                 
13
 Little leaves and sticks with some narcotic contents in them. 
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where every item of secondhand cloth can be found in whole bales or just singular pieces, 
from t-shirts, trousers, skirts, dresses, jackets, to socks, blouses, even bras and if you search 
well also office suits. Most of the traders have specialized in one or a couple of those items 
and display those cloths in little wooden stalls.  
The market is set up in different parts and especially for selling cloth it proved to be of 
crucial importance were in the market your shop is located. The market has two official large 
gates that used to mark the entrances for the main roads towards the official market place; a 
relatively small building covered by corrugated plates. But because of its major expansion 
since its opening in 1989, the rest of the vendors have built new stalls around this main road 
and market building.  
The main road, on which Delias is situated, is still the busiest part of the market, and 
locates the only solid buildings next to the market halls which are used as shops during 
daytime and as storage rooms at night. The biggest, lucrative and most spacious shops are 
situated along this big road which is mostly called the ‘outside’ of the market. Delias owns 
four stalls in this ‘outside’ part in which he stalls his trousers on piles and displays the most 
important pieces on hangers on the wall behind his stalls. He had started small, dealing with 
one bale at the time, but now at this place the business goes fast; Delias deals with 
approximately ten bales a week. Much of the potential buyers walk by on the main road in 
front of Delias his shop, which enables him to have a high turnover and sell large amounts of 
clothing, and even whole bales, by recruiting extra brokers and vendors. Being on the busy 
part of the market also means Delias has to raise his voice to win costumers, and he 
depends much on the market days and the weather to get a good salary (rain and flooded 
streets can mean 50 percent less clientele).  
Though as an unmarried easy-going man, around 40 years old, Delias has a relatively 
high salary of approximately KSh25 thousand to KSh50 thousand a month. He mostly let the 
business run by some other small vendors or brokers, to focus on more important ‘business’ 
issues, like chatting and chewing. He often does not know his costumers and sometimes 
does not even say hello to them, especially on Tuesdays and Fridays when the new stock 
mostly arrives and many buyers come to push and pull in the messy crowd to get the first 
quality.  
According to Delias you have to be experienced if you want to survive on the main 
road, and you need to have fixed prices for every day; “the first camera is sold for KSh350. 
After that I throw the rest on piles, further selected by quality. The second quality is all shown 
on one table, being sold for KSh250 each. On the next tables trousers of KSh150, KSh100 
and sometimes KSh50 each are being displayed. The rest that remains is being cleared for 
10 or 5 bob, sometimes even given away for free”. (Delias, conversation with author, April 
28, 2011).  
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Traders attempt to ‘get the bale out with the first-camera. This means they want to 
have earned the price they paid for the bale back with only the profit from selling the first 
camera cloth. The turnover from the second camera will thus be the income of the seller. 
Most of the sellers on the main road therefore deal with fast-moving articles, popular and 
commonly used clothing, like t-shirts, trousers and shorts.  
 
For Nina, located ‘inside’ the market, the everyday business practices were very different.  
With the ‘inside’ people mean the small alleys behind the main roads which cover the biggest 
part of the market space nowadays. Here you can get lost in a whole web of narrow and 
sometimes almost invisible passages and routes which are filled with little stalls and 
boutiques, almost all selling secondhand clothing. Most of those stalls are just a couple of 
square meters and the wooden boards often almost succumb because of the heavy weight of 
the large piles in which buyers search for appealing clothing. 
Nina’s stall was no different; almost invisible, located almost at the end of the 
Kongowea market, only a couple of square meters big, stuffed with t-shirts for both men and 
women. For Nina, not saying hello could mean a costumer will walk on, and thus economic 
loss. Traders inside the market don’t have to cry out for costumers, and build their 
businesses on durable solid relationships which they can trust on to continue. More specific 
items can be found in those small alleys, like office suits or jackets; clothing articles that 
according to sellers like Delias do not ‘flow’, but are only sold when people are specifically 
searching for it. Hence, Nina her stock was moving much slower than that of Delias, and she 
would open maybe four bales of t-shirts in a ‘good’ month. Nina would wait with opening a 
new bale for their costumers to arrive, to guarantee the first choice, and even than costumers 
often bargain; here there are no fixed prices. They know what their customers want, and call 
them when the new cloth are arriving. But contrary to Delias, Nina does not depend on the 
first days to sell her clothing. Some vendors even say all the ‘old’ people can be found in this 
part of the market, “… because they have costumers from earlier times. The young people 
sell outside, because they earn mostly through the first sale from new bales, and not through 
costumers” (Rachel, interview by author, 20 May, 2011). 
Furthermore Nina runs the business alone, without brokers or extra help, as a mother 
of a five year old girl which can not rely on the support of her father in paying the school fees. 
Since the profits are generally much lower inside the market, small business disappointments 
and insecurities can thus have a huge impact on the Nina’s life.    
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Jason running up and down 
 
In the city centre of Mombasa the streets are filled with secondhand clothing traders. Every 
corner and every spot in streets where much people pass is utilized to its fullest potentials. 
This is the place where consumers go shopping; walking by the piled up clothes laying on the 
streets or arranged in small wooden or metal stands. One of those stands belongs to the 
small-skill trader Jason. Jason sells blouses on the steel framework of a dilapidated billboard 
in front of a burned and abandoned old market building close to a popular bus stop. There he 
displays approximately 50 blouses on coat hangers. Other vendors also sell next to him on 
the ground and on other parts of the billboard which they share equally. He mostly sells to 
women walking from and to the bus-stop, after selecting the cloth carefully piece by piece at 
the Kongowea market. The blouses then mostly have to be curtailed and adjusted by a tailor 
and Jason then irons and washes the cloth himself, before he is able to sell them; ‘women 
have high demands’ (Jason, conversation with author, April 15, 2011). 
Most sellers in the city have, just like Jason, between the 50 and 200 pieces of cloth, 
which they mostly buy at the Kongowea market. Starting vendors often have a ‘mobile shop’, 
meaning they walk around with their few pieces of cloth on their arms, because they do not 
have enough money to rent a place on the streets yet. Some places in the main streets are 
known for specific quality clothing and market stalls there are more solid and already 
tolerated as part of the street scene. The rent of the selling spots is regulated by the owners 
of the shopping buildings behind such spots. This consistency about the ownership of the 
ground makes the possibility of governmental proclaims smaller, and creates a clean, busy, 
hygienic, and relatively safe place to sell cloth. Some vendors in those streets even use 
microphones to get there cloth sold better to the high numbers of potential costumers 
passing by.  
Costumers that want first quality clothing will therefore bypass Jason’s place, which 
does not have those advantages. At Jason’s place, which can be seen in figure 3, there is no 
roof or shelter that will protect the cloth from rain, dust and sunshine, which causes the cloth 
to deteriorate and get dirty quickly (and Jason’s asthmatic problems to increase). The old 
market building is home to many ‘streetboys’ that are known by their robbery and deceiving 
activities when vendors turned their head away. Even the college-vendors of Jason have 
made certain cloth disappear when covering for him. Furthermore there is a garbage 
dumping place at a few meters distance which is almost never cleaned, which causes the 
cloth to become all dusty and the women to stay away as costumers. Also different people 
claim to be the owner of the place and thus all collect money from the vendors and the 
government ones in a while comes and takes all the cloth to ‘clean-up’ the place.  
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In such circumstances Jason could sell a blouse for the highest price of KSh200, after buying 
it and adjusting it for KSh70-80, while in popular and well-maintained selling places such 
blouses could earn up to KSh400. During my stay they also removed the frame of the 
billboard urging Jason to build some kind of rack from tree stumps and ropes and opening up 
a new debate about the ownerships, the actual circumference, possibilities and rent of the 
place. The insecurity, dirt, lack of materials, and practically  inconvenient place all make it 
impossible for Jason to sell good cloth; “Even if I had first quality cloth, I could never get 
them sold on this spot” (Jason, conversation with author, April 10, 2011). Jason’s daily 
struggles made him search constantly for option to improve his critical position. First he tried 
to diversify by establishing another business; selling mango-juice from inside his house. He 
even spent money and effort moving a 50 kg freezer for cooling the juices from his aunt’s 
house outside town to his own house, to find out that making a good and sellable juice was 
almost impossible.  
When he returned to his original business of selling blouses, it turned out that his 
companion which whom he had left his clothing stock, had somehow lost this. Jason then 
decided to start all over selling from inside his own house to neighbors and acquaintances, to 
build up some capital before moving into town again. Because the blouses he was formerly 
selling would not even repay him enough to renew his stock, let alone providing him money 
to pay his rent, he now also started selling skirts that could be combined with his blouses. He 
Figure 3. Jason's place: a neighbor selling jackets next to him 
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started a new stock, bought trousers from Kongowea which he then would tear apart and 
leave for the tailor to be made into skirts (because there were too little skirts in circulation).  
To make this a profitable business he then went searching for a better spot in town to 
sell from. After visiting some places he eventually moved to the other side of town where he 
had met another ‘brother’ which wanted to share his spot. He only had to build a stand so he 
could hang his skirts, but at least this place was safe and clean according to Jason. After 
buying wooden beams, paying the carpenter for making some kind of round market stall of it, 
and moving this stall and his business, he started selling from his plot.  
But it did not take long before problems arrived. The owner of the ground namely 
argued that he Jason could not just put a new stand there, without consulting him, and 
argued that this would increase the rent-fee. Jason stressed that he didn’t occupy any extra 
space, and so there was no reason to ask more. But according to the landowner, sharing the 
spot and building a stand would increase their profit and so it would be unfair compared to 
other traders if he would not charge them more for that.  
Eventually the municipality of Mombasa decided the outcome of the dispute. Because 
it is officially illegal to sell any type of goods on the street, the government has the right to 
arrest any vender selling on the street and take possession of the goods. This ‘cleaning up’ 
happened about once in a month by the feared big ‘green car’ of the city council of 
Mombasa. The big container-truck would skip sellers that had been able to bribe the people 
in charge. Most of the vendors would just grape what they could and run off to avoid (the 
high costs of) arrest, whenever the car came around the corner. Although this meant that the 
municipal workers would take the abandoned leftover stock from the street.    
Just a couple of days after Jason had started selling at his new spot, this is exactly 
what happened and the green car took possession of all Jason’s clothes: “without any notice 
all the hawkers down on highways were swept out by the city council under the local 
government, so we were caught unaware and most of our stuff is in custody” (Jason, 
personal e-mail to author, June 16, 2011). To get their stock back a large group of vendors 
went to the town hall, but without any result, because “everything was mixed up” and 
untraceable to the original owner (ibid.). Vendors would crab the clothes that were still 
present, leaving Jason again without any good stock. This government intervention 
discouraged Jason even further and drove him back to the place where he started; according 
to Jason there were “too many issues” if he would stay at his new selling spot (ibid.). Right 
before my return home I thus found Jason in the same dusty and backward place I had met 
him the first time, although he was already searching for a different place again.  
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6. Trust and Distrust: dealing with uncertainties 
After setting the scene in which traders try to make a living by dealing in second-hand 
clothing, the following chapter will look specifically to implications and consequences of the 
organization and structure of this trade. Locally placed networks and transactions bring along 
disputes, chances, downfalls and opportunities. Differently situated actors all respond in their 
own way to keep the business going. Trust and distrust often play a leading role in those 
responds and are transformed to deal with the development, maintenance, control and 
elimination of economic relationships. Again following the different places, the role and 
meaning of trust and distrust will be the main focus of the following chapter.     
 
Closing the door for uncertainties 
 
Being on top in the hierarchical trading networks, wholesalers and importers have a lot of 
power based on the control over the most important resources. Although such wholesalers 
do anything to hold this position of one of the best paid sellers in the mitumba trade, as 
Donge (1992:187) argues this power difference makes stable relationships with other traders 
rare, and even causing distrust to grow in between them. Risks thus always play a role in 
establishing social relationships and wholesalers are probably more aware the 
consequences of misplaced trust than any other trader in the market. 
The severe consequences can be made clear by an example of Hachim, who 
supervises one of the warehouses in Mombasa: “With the old boss we wanted to begin in 
Belgium, after establishing some contact there. But it didn’t work out. We paid for the first 
quality, but there was only bad stuff in there. The first container that was …. Then you loss 
one or two million straight away. That was a year ago. After that I quite, but we have just 
started again, only with a different boss” (Hachim, conversation with author, April 8, 2011).   
The difficulty of establishing oversee business relationships on a global scale proved 
to be difficult because of a general lack of accurate knowledge about the other party. 
Therefore creating such links, taking big risks is seen as part of the job; “without taking risks, 
there is no profit” (Hachim, conversation with author, April 8, 2011). This is thus searching for 
the boundaries of cooperation without trust. 
The acknowledgement of such risks is thus central in wholesalers’ economic 
relationships, and measurements to limit or at least maintain insecurities are then found 
everywhere in the daily practices in such warehouses.      
Amid did not only have big doors to keep such risks outside his business, he was 
even cautious about mentioning his name. Everybody called him Mister Snake, after the 
name of the company, but nobody knew his real name. Even competing importers did not 
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know him. He does have an office, but he never works in there, so no angry persons could 
burst in there, finding the big boss straight away. Because so many people come asking for 
him every day, Amid sometimes even makes up a lie when he does not trust his visitor; “I 
even told somebody last time that the boss was not around. He asked for the boss, but I said 
it wasn’t me. He didn’t notice a thing” (Amid, conversation with author, May 13, 2011). The 
fact that this could mean economic loss, did not seem to bother him. Amid was willing to pay 
a high price for his security.  
This strategy had given Amid a superior reputation among market traders, which gave 
him almost an invisible, mythical, king-like status. Most traders had never even seen him, 
and being unable to create a more detailed picture of him, it was hard to determine the 
trustworthiness of Amid. While, without much information or communication, his assumed 
power caused his status and the moral superiority to grow even bigger. But imaginary based 
reputations were also visible in Amid’s own thoughts; he always suspects strangers to carry 
a gun inside, but such incidents had never happened in his company.  
 
Next to ruling out insecurities, the precautions are also needed to safeguard the profits. This 
is namely the only way to keep control of the flow of information. By letting people stay 
outside, importers could just let a bale be carried outside, without having the trouble of 
costumers causing chaos and pulling out pieces of cloth out of random bales. Discussions 
about the price and bargaining were also less often used to lower the price when people 
could not enter a warehouse, giving wholesalers the ability to use fixed prices. 
Although this did not mean importers will shy away from extra profits. When 
somebody is new in the market and does not know the appropriate price, Amid will tell a 
much higher price and try to exploit the buyer; during one of my stays at Amid’s warehouse, 
a Tanzanian couple was brought in by Amid’s son. They were interested in doing big 
business with Amid, because second-hand clothing in Dar Es Salaam was starting to get 
expensive. Because Amid was at that moment still busy with other costumers, he invited to 
couple over for the lunch later that day. Behind their back he told me he did not want them 
hearing any prices that could lead to a negative influence of the upcoming conversations. He 
thus could not let the couple stay and watch his other transaction. According to Amid it was 
pretty accepted to ask more to new buyers, simply because they do not know the price and 
still have to prove their buying abilities (Amid, conversation with author, May 13, 2011). 
Most traders in Kongowea also thought they were still being deceived by their 
suppliers, and according to Rachel everybody will be ripped off at the first buy when you 
don’t know the market; “You don’t know the price, so they can easily ask KSh15.000 for a 
bale of KSh8.000. Even if you don’t come back when you found out you got ripped off, they 
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just try to get as much money as possible out of you” (Rachel, conversation with author, April 
27, 2011).  
Importers are in such causes thus not interested in building up a trustworthy 
relationship with their costumers, choosing the short single benefit over long standing 
economic commitments. According to Farrel this can be seen as a consequence of the 
importers being too powerful and having too much alternatives to be trusted by potential 
buyers (Farrel in Hardin 2004: 86). Without creating constrains for themselves, importers are 
thus unable to make a “credible commitment” as Farrel calls it, needed to be trusted by other 
traders (ibid). This could explain the general feelings of distrust and resentment towards 
wholesalers.      
Amid did make a distinction between somebody asking to buy one bale and 
somebody coming to do ‘serious business’. The later could negotiate and establish a 
continuing patronage and longer trustworthy relationship with some mutual interests 
(Alexander and Alexander 1991: 505). But another smaller importer criticized this distinction; 
“I do not distinguish between new people and my costumers. They can just walk in and 
search out a bale. Why would I change the price and ask more? That is not doing business, 
that is ripping-off” (Mohammed, conversation with author, June 03, 2011).   
It might be ripping-off, still, so far this has not let to any negative consequences in 
Amid’s turnover. Keeping costumers at the big doors, not letting them open their bales 
straight away and covering his name and position in vagueness are all ways to reduce the 
reliance and need of trust in his economic transactions. When possible avoiding social 
relationships to limit risks, Amid is building his own strategies to make cooperation based on 
very little trust possible.    
 
Gambling in the market 
 
Every time a market vendors saves enough money to buy a new mitumba bale he or she 
risks a life time investment. The high interests at stake and the big insecurities are almost 
daily involved in business practices. But those risks are also inevitable and a specific feature 
of the second-hand clothing trade, keeping the traders going up and down.  
 
The clothes inside a bale are before packing tightly pressed together, making it very unwise 
to open it up before further transport through Mombasa. Wholesalers benefit abundant from 
this tight wrapping, since bales of less quality can then not be recognized immediate (unless 
they have a #1-sign). This limitation of information for potential buyers at the same time 
establishes some financial certainties for wholesalers, because of the possibility to sell each 
bale for the same fixed price.  
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The only way to distinguish different bales is though their label, and most wholesalers 
allow potential buyers to pull only one item from a specific bale they are interested in to 
determine the quality of the clothing. When they are satisfied they can purchase the bale, 
without exactly knowing its contents.  
For the buyers, mostly medium-sized traders from the Kongowea market, this implies 
a big risk. The vast majority of earnings from previous soled bales are mostly invested in the 
acquiring of new ones, making such purchases a critical investment, based on a game of 
pure luck. The buy of a ‘bad’ or ‘good’ bale, as the traders call them, thus determines their 
future possibilities and profits, making their monthly income very unstable. 
But for traders like Nina, risking almost your entire capital and accepting the 
probability of disappointments every month again, makes such big insecurities part of 
everyday life: “Sometimes it’s very bad, but that doesn’t matter for the owners. I can’t go 
back with it, they would never accept that. If it is a bad bale I just have bad luck” (Nina, 
conversation with author, May 29, 2011. Most traders just accepted their inability to influence 
the outcome; “It is just a gamble, whether something good is in there. People don’t care 
about it when they buy, because they know they can’t know what is in there. They are fine 
with that, they just look and buy. … It can happen that you get some bad stuff, but you like it 
or not. … That is the way you do business, you can’t always get good stuff” (Zina, 
conversation with author, April 20, 2011). Buyers thus constantly lack, and acknowledge this 
lack, of agency and security. According to Bähre (2007: 139) it is exactly the maintenance of 
such risks, and not expecting them to be eliminated, that makes them acceptable as an 
inevitable part of daily business practices.   
 
But this does not mean the buyers are careless. When buying a new bale, checking the up-
to-date prices and comparing sellers is an indispensable part of the process, considering the 
high possibility of being deceived by wholesalers (as explained earlier). Especially for new 
traders, just entering the market, getting the right information is crucial for setting up a 
business. But getting really ‘into’ the market requires much resources, investments and 
especially time. The ones profiting the most of this slow process for overgrowing beginner’s 
ignorance are brokers.    
Brokers can be seen as mediators operating at all levels of the second-hand clothing 
market, mostly independent on freelance terms. They perform different roles in the market; 
some work for wholesalers attracting customers, others buy and sell bales or clothing pieces 
themselves with added value, occupy market stalls in Kongowea, or they introduce others 
into the market. Brokers make a living from the wholes and leakages of information, earning 
their money by their knowledge about the market. This gives them an ambiguous but also 
fundamental position in trading networks. 
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The absence of trust plays an important role in this ambitious reputation, because 
nobody will trust a broker. Brokers are there as a third party, always working in-between 
traders, and thus only earn money by adding value to the original prize of the clothes. Mostly 
brokers make business deals based on the fixed prices of wholesaler or owners of market 
stalls. Delias for example, could tell his brokers that the price he had to sell his trousers for 
was KSh200. If the broker was able to sell it instead for KSh300, then the broker could keep 
the extra made profit of KSh100. Thus when dealing with a broker, traders know they get 
ripped off. This makes brokers perfectionists in faking a good impression, because their own 
profit is at stake, and potential (new) buyers very careful in making business deals with 
sellers they don’t know.  
But according to most traders, still the majority of the transactions in the market are 
made with brokers. The main reason is the brokers’ domination the market. A broker offering 
his/her services provides the ideal solution for sellers; the broker earns money through 
added value, thus no extra costs for the seller, the seller still controls the resources and 
profits, the broker brings along a social network of potential buyers, and when insecurities 
arise (like costumers stealing stock) the consequences and blame can be passed on to the 
broker responsible for the transaction. ‘Employing’ brokers is thus a safe and relatively cheap 
business strategy, also considering the fact that replacement can easily be found.  
But there are also risks involved; giving valuable market information, like prices of the 
bales, or even products to sell, to brokers, can easily lead to misuse and thus economic 
losses and wholesalers are also reluctant to allow strangers into their warehouses after 
making a deal with a broker. One broker for example was only allowed to take one shoe to 
sell, so that he would not take off with the shoes himself, and buyers were forced to come 
and pay at the market stall to pick up the second shoe (Jason, conversation with author, May 
15, 2011). Thus despite the major advantages, sellers show a general distrust towards 
brokers, and start to generate strategies to lower risks like opportunism. The sustainment of 
relationships between brokers and sellers then depends mostly on the shared economic 
interest of achieving business deals, coming close to the rational calculations of the game 
theory. Still to get accepted as a trustworthy broker in this way, also depends on the 
reputation, trading history and the situation at hand.  
Market traders buying bales rather not deal with brokers either, but do not always 
have a choice. Brokers can buy up specific bales, knowing that having a monopoly in the 
market on certain items will guarantee them large profits. Some brokers are thus also 
thought to be rich men, making fortunes by gambling on the right time, at the right place. 
Because of a lack of alternatives, the traders have no choice but to make a business deal, 
while knowing they are being exploited by the broker. On the other hand, brokers do know 
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the accurate prices and trends, where to get what kind of bales, and when new loads are 
coming. Information which otherwise would not enter the market.  
Brokers have thus a very important position in the market and are thus constantly 
involved in a game of deceiving, trusting and gambling with buyers and sellers. This game 
becomes clear in the following example of a negotiation about a bale of children’s shorts 
between a broker and a market trader of Kongowea: 
 
Thomas asked a, for him well-known, broker to bring a bale of children’s shorts, because 
such bales could nowhere be bought for less money. The broker wanted Thomas to pay him 
first, but he did not do that; “you have to see first, then pay, else they run off with your 
money”. The broker brought the bale, only the label on it was partly ripped off. Exactly the 
piece with the #1-sign on it, indicating the first quality, was gone. So Thomas did not trust this 
bale and told the broker he wanted another bale with a complete label on it. Else he would 
pay for the first quality, but would get a lower quality, not worth the price. He wanted to see 
the owner of the bale, and when the broker called him over, the seller told Thomas the broker 
was lying. He did not have any first-quality bales at that moment. The seller then became 
very angry at the broker, for trying to get more money by lying about the quality of his bales. 
Thomas knew the broker very well, and was also aware of the bad reputation he had built in 
the market. But still he would go back the next time, to the same broker, to pick up a new 
bale. Thomas explained that this broker was the only one selling this type of bales for a low 
price. The broker could also keep working for the same seller, because he knew the market 
too well; “He is one of those big brokers that has very much costumers. The owner thus can 
not sent him away, because he depends on big brokers like him” (Thomas, conversation with 
author, May 9, 2011) 
 
The ambiguous position of the broker can thus be explained by distrust and bad reputation, 
but also the centrality and powerful situation in his economic social networks build on specific 
knowledge and lack of alternatives. The broker has grown in importance, being almost free of 
risks. Both Thomas and the seller are left with no choice but to pay for the broker’s 
knowledge about the market. According to Alexander and Alexander (1991: 499) “it is 
precisely their ability to obtain information about those conditions, and to conceal it from 
others, which makes it possible for them to extract a living from the marketplace”.  
 
Especially new traders in the market, who had little knowledge of its operation, would fall 
victim to such deceiving activities of brokers as described above. And as shown earlier also 
wholesalers and importers themselves would make use of this ignorance in their advantage 
when the opportunity came along. To avoid taking too big a risk, market traders had 
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developed a simple strategy, which was especially useful for such new traders about to buy 
their first bale.  
The key issue in getting started was creating the right connections. By making use of 
their social network, and avoid brokers, new buyers were able to eliminate some trading 
risks. According to Brown social relationships can thus be used “both to facilitate trust in 
particular types of interactions and to protect themselves from untrustworthy behavior” 
(Brown in Hardin 2004: 169). In practice this means one should get introduced into the 
mitumba market by somebody who already knows the market and right prices. Ruth 
explained this as going along just for the show; “You have to go with somebody who knows 
the price. She will then make an order, let the bale be brought and pay the price. This person 
will then say to the supplier you will come alone the next time, to pick up the bales in the 
same way. That’s how somebody gets you in. Let somebody show you the right spot and the 
right price, and after some time you can go alone to buy your own stuff” (Rachel, 
conversation with author, May 29, 2011). Ruth herself was introduced by her cousin, and 
most traders also mentioned being taking along by family members or close friends already 
involved in second-hand clothing, to guarantee getting the right information. 
But because getting into a suppliers network was of crucial importance, traders that 
did not know anybody to introduce them, were even willing to pay; “I paid somebody KSh250 
a day for taking me around. He was not a friend, but just somebody who knew the right 
prices” (Jaden, conversation with author, June 1, 2011). This creates a strange situation in 
which one of the most valuable information of the market, normally strongly connected and 
depended on the levels of trust in the trading relationship, was now being bought from a 
stranger. This stranger, who could be a broker, could in this way easily misuse the trust put 
in him, without experiencing much consequences. Jaden did not see the trouble in this: “I 
already paid him, so why would he lie to me?” (ibid.) Jaden thus trusted the stranger to 
choose the short-term benefit over, what could be a long line of deceiving. Trust thus 
becomes a fragile commodity, and Jaden had showed that trustworthiness literally has a 
price.   
    
Ones inside the market, it would still take time and experience to establish some trust 
between the supplying wholesalers and their buyers. Getting into a wholesalers network 
does guaranty the price one got introduced with, but the ultimate agency and power remains 
in the hands of the supplier. For buyers, to get more information and influence in the process 
of acquiring a bale could eliminate much insecurity about the availability, prices, and even 
the contents of bale. But therefore one should be able to get inside the warehouse, making 
wholesalers see the value and trustworthiness of their trading relationship; thus becoming a 
regular customer.  
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Being a regular costumer had many advantages. As stated earlier, they were often 
the only ones allowed access to warehouses like those of Amid and got the opportunity to 
pick their own bales. When well-known and trusted enough, some traders were also allowed 
to buy second-hand clothing bales on credit and to make complains and demands about the 
quality. Delias was such a regular costumer which could make such complains; “If I have a 
bad bale I can just go back and demand a lower price. If bad bales keep coming from the 
supplier, I’m not going to a different supplier, but I can ask the supplier to repack the bales. 
He will contact the people in America or India to change the package and arrange the bales 
differently” (Delias, conversation with author April 28, 2011). But traders can only do this 
when they are ‘big’ enough, and thus needed for the wholesalers’ future: “If i go to a store 
and everybody can just say they will pay next week… that doesn’t work” (Katherina, 
conversation with author, April 12, 2011). For trust to grow between wholesalers and market 
traders, the relationship must have enough value and as Dasgupta (in Gambetta 2000: 11) 
has also shown past experiences and long standing relationships can help in the building of 
trust relationships. 
 
Changing supply into demand  
 
According to statistics 80 percent of the population of Kenya wears mitumba clothing, and 
also in Mombasa it is hard to find people not owning some pieces of second-hand clothing. 
Although the low price is the mean reason for this, consumers generally also trust the 
second-hand clothing more compared to the available new clothing. Because the small and 
badly managed local industry the new cloth on the market are very limited and of bad quality 
and the other imported, floppy, Chinese new t-shirts are not much better either. Even a seller 
of new shoes, admitted that he himself rather bought second-hand shoes instead of wearing 
the fake brand-named shoes he was selling (Ed, conversation with author, June 11, 2011). 
Second-hand clothes were seen as original, real cloth, and are often even expected to look 
better then new clothing. When a second-hand t-shirt was not ironed or washed before being 
displayed, it could even be suspected of having a Kenyan origin. For this reason most 
retailers in Mombasa would after buying their cloth at the Kongowea market first wash or iron 
their cloth; “you have to iron it, else people will think it does not come from America” 
(Jonathan, conversation with author, May 2, 2011).      
The retailers located in the streets of the city centre of Mombasa generally put much 
effort in making their cloth look like original ‘fresh’ clothing, to attract consumers to their small 
stalls. For traders like Jason these are the main business activities to maintain a customer 
base. And because there are mitumba sellers located at almost every street corner, 
convincing consumers of buying their trouser from you instead of your neighbor is of crucial 
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importance for the future of business. The stiff competition can be ascribed to the little 
starting capital and skills needed to start a business. For small retailers like Jason the 
attachment of consumers to ones business in such a competitive surrounding then because 
of matter of taking the right risks in making the costumer king.  
 
Being a real ‘costumer’, as street vendors use the word, means you have left your 
telephone number with the vendor; “they become regular customers when they come back. 
After a while then you ask their number, and then you can call them whenever you get new 
stock” (Rachel, conversation with author, May 10, 2011). Being a real costumer gives some 
privileges above the normal costumers. They often can pay less, try clothes at home, bring 
the cloth back when it does not fit, or can ask for a delay in payment. They can also make 
special request or let the seller come to their house. By satisfying all those demands of the 
costumers, retailers hope to establish a mutual trust relationship, in which the costumers feel 
the obligation to keep buying from them.  
A couple of very simple strategies to satisfy such demands and thus maintain trust 
relationships with customers are worth mentioning. Jonathan, a street vendor of one of the 
central streets in Mombasa would for example always rip-out the labels from the trousers he 
sold. This was not only because some sizes did not correspond anymore to actual size of the 
trouser after being worn, but more so because Jonathan could then adjust the sizes when 
needed. When a costumer came by, and Jonathan knew he did not have the right size 
trouser, he would fiddle a little with his measuring tape to make one trouser look like having 
the right size. When later the costumer would come back, complaining it was a wrong sized 
trouser, Jonathan had in a meanwhile already bought a new trouser at Kongowea that was 
exactly the right one. Then Jonathan could exchange the trousers and still earn his profit. 
Since it was a general accepted rule that costumers could never ask their money back, but 
only exchange wrong clothes for other pieces, selling his costumer the wrong size first is 
easy strategy to earn his otherwise missed profits.  
To make sure costumers would not misuse this possibility to exchange clothes, most 
traders also mark their clothing, so that costumers would not come back with random 
clothing pieces, demanding new ones.  
Jason used similar methods to ensure he would sell his cloth. He would for example 
buy as much blouses as possible that were made extra tight. When a lady wanting to buy the 
blouse, would not fit it, he would quickly cut out one of the extra tailored lines, creating just a 
little more space. In this way vendors were able to adjust the cloth to the demands of the 
costumers (and even let them think their belly is really still the same slim size).  
The value of the relationship would at some point be even higher than the economic 
gains attached to them. This could be seen in cases where vendors would incubate financial 
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losses, if costumers really did not have enough money to pay for the wanted piece of 
clothing. Unwilling to abandon the established relationship, because of the high costs of 
building up such bonds, vendors were even willing to tolerate theft. A costumer of Nina who 
was a regular buyer once bought twelve t-shirt. When she had paid and walked away Nina 
caught her is putting another t-shirt in her purse secretly. When Nina called the woman back 
and accused her of stealing the 13e t-shirt, the woman bursted into tears, admitting she had 
indeed stolen the t-shirt. She said she really liked it, but just did not have enough money to 
buy it, because she had just paid the school fees of her son. Nina having sympathy for her 
situation, eventually gave the 13e t-shirt to her for free. According to Nina the apology settled 
the issue and the lady would still be a good costumer. Nina thus showed some moral 
commitment to the costumer, maybe also hoping to be reciprocated in the future. But 
according to Jason, if the women had not admitted the theft, this would have cost serious 
damage to the relationship. The apology was thus crucial to maintain the trust relationship; 
“…lying one time, two times isn't a problem, but so far you confessed your sins and lies then 
we assume you are a born again in the line of trust n thus I get to trust you once again. Your 
friendship could have come a long way through rocks n valleys so we obvious count that as a 
mistake n after a good apology then you get to trust each other again” (Jason, conversation 
with author June 11, 2011).  
Just as Bähre (2007) shows about the Xhosa migrants in South-African townships, 
street vendors in Mombasa thought of people encompassing both a good and a bad side. 
People were not seen as being bad out of themselves; “they have bad influences…. Even I 
have sometimes bad influences which let me do something bad” (Katherine, conversation 
with author, May 4, 2011). This makes such distrustful actions happening to everybody. 
According to Bähre (2007: 140) such conflicting feelings about each other thus indirectly 
imply that one can not trust each other by default; “If people consist of good and evil, you 
should know that you cannot always trust them”. Traders are well aware of this and general 
distrust then becomes more a rule then an exception in business activities. As Ruth puts it: 
“You can not trust anybody and things go wrong, but you will have to trust people, else you 
don’t have any profit” (Rachel, conversation with author, May 10, 2011). This shows that 
trough a lack of choice and possibility and the coexistence of good and bad, distrust and 
trusts can exist next to, or even be placed over, each other.   
 
But this does not mean anything can be justified and there do exist boundaries to the 
privileged position of costumers. For Katherine, a small trader selling skirts and tops to 
women at a small intersection in town, those boundaries were for example crossed by a lady 
wanting to change a bought skirt against a dress-top. For Katherine this is exchanging a cow 
against a goat, and she only wanted to approve an exchange if she would take another skirt. 
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She already found it suspicious that the lady had brought it back while she had even tried it 
on before buying the skirt. When she eventually only wanted to exchange it for a much more 
expensive skirt, Katherine her patience was running out and she said she would not put effort 
in finding a suitable skirt for the lady again; the lady had just lost her costumer status. This is 
exactly in line with Larson’s argument that “When dealing with a personal friend, we may be 
willing to overlook repeated transgressions until a ‘bright line’ is crossed” (Larson in Hardin 
2004: 45). And as Jason shows, when crossing the bright line, this would mostly be 
accompanied by punishment: after he left his stock with his neighbor seller to keep it secure, 
everything had somehow been ‘lost’, according to he’s colleague to the streetboys. Jason 
knew the retailer was quite dependent on him for his daily earnings, but since he was lying, 
and thus could not be trusted, Jason moved to another place to start selling. This could be 
seen as a severe punishment for betraying Jason’s trust.  
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6. Stereotyping tribal identities 
 
As seen in the previous chapters trustworthy relationships are extensively used to build, 
maintain and develop businesses of second-hand clothing. To be able to make sense in such 
complex trading networks, people tend to rely on mechanisms like reputation, status and 
stereotyping. As (Bähre 2007:115) shows, to reduce uncertainties and distance oneself from 
unknown and untrustworthy others, people can try to close themselves of in groups. 
Stereotyping, as being the “beliefs about characteristics, attributes and behaviors of 
members of a certain group” (Hilton & Hippel 1996: 240), are often used for this purpose by 
traders in the second-hand clothing market. By using categories for identifying trustworthy 
people, and then build economic transactions exclusively with costumers or traders seen as 
insiders of this categorization, vendors are able to create some social control over their 
business activities. Categorizations can be based on different attributes like gender or race, 
and for businessmen in Mombasa they main way people label each other is by referring to 
tribal links.          
 
Tribal differentiations in Kenya only became prominent in the colonial times, but nowadays 
people do see and identify themselves and others often according to tribal backgrounds. 
People still apply the term tribe actively and are even proud to mention that Kenya has 42 
different tribes. Those 42 tribes can roughly be divided into three broad linguistic groups; 
Bantu, Nilotic and Cushite. The Bantu group represents the majority of the Kenyan 
population, about 70 percent, but own only about 30 percent of the land. The two largest 
tribes the Kikuyu (17 percent of the population) and the Luhya (14 percent of the population) 
are Bantu speakers. Also the people from Mombasa, which belong to the Mijikenda, are part 
of the Bantu linguistic group. The Nilotic people are the second biggest language group, 
which represent about 30 percent of the population. Those are often separated in three 
regions; the River Lake or Western Nilotes that represent the Luo, (the fourth largest tribe 
with 10 percent of the population), the Plain or Eastern group, that includes the famous 
Masaai, the Samburu and Turkana people, and the Highlands or Southern Nilotes which 
represents the so called Kalenjin (the third largest tribe with 13 percent of the population), a 
term invented by the British to classify several tribes connected by language. The Cushite 
only constitute a minority of the Kenyan population (around 3 percent), but cover large areas 
of land in the east and northeastern part of the country. Among the Cushite speaking people 
are the Somali, Oromo, Rendile and Borana originating from Somalia and Ethiopia.       
Past ethnical conflicts have often revolved around land disputes and big economic 
and political contradictions between tribes. The widespread corruption and weak constitution 
only contribute to those problems, and have in 2007 resulted in post-election violence that 
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cost 1,500 lives. The mean tribes involved in this violence were the Kikuyus, Luos and 
Kalenjins (Roberts 2009:9).   
The main way in which people behold the tribal lines are through language. There are 
listed 57 spoken languages in Kenya (Ethnologue)14 next to the national languages of 
English and Kiswahili. In the rural areas inhabitants sometimes only know the tribal language 
of that area. In Kiswahili-based cities like Mombasa people’s tribal language is often 
recognized through their reflections in the different Kiswahili accents. Most of my 
respondents could determine somebody’s tribe after just one outspoken sentence. Whenever 
it is discovered by language that somebody originates from the same tribe, this immediately 
creates a certain bond and mostly any further talks will be hold in the tribal language. As 
Uriciuoli argues having a language is thus “equated to belonging to an origin group” (Uriciuoli 
1995:525).  
Those tribal languages can also be recognized in the names of people. Many tribes 
have their specific tribal names that are not used in other tribes and are often ascribed next 
to the general used English based names. Most people thus hold multiple names, which are 
only meaningful in certain contexts. Thus even calling somebody according to his or her tribal 
name can already create a sense of belonging.  
It must be mentioned, that in using tribal distinctions, people do not necessarily refer 
to some kind of way back history of traditions and social norms, as is often thought of. 
Tribalism can cause conflicts based on deeply rooted frustrations. But on the other hand, 
people often joke about general held believes attached to tribal identities. An example of one 
of the streetvendors in the centre of Mombasa; “You want to get to know the tribes? Try to 
jump like a Maasai, to speak like a Luo, to bargain like a Kikuyu, to run like a Kalenjin, or to 
chill like a Waswahili. One you already know; traveling like a Mzungu (ed. mzungu means 
white person in Kiswahili)” (Thomas, conversation with author, June 10, 2011).   
Tribe stereotypes were thus abundant. Kate even claimed to be able to see the tribal 
origin from other women through their looks: “You can see it in their appearance, their faces. 
The biggest tribe (ed. Kikuyu) are often people with a flat butt, no buttocks, but with big 
calves. My own tribe (ed. Luo) do have big butts and hips, and mostly also big boobs. You 
can just see it when somebody walks by. Although not with everybody, because some 
people are a mix of tribes” (Katherine, conversation with author, June 22, 2011). Whether or 
not those physical appearances are true, it is exactly such general held believes about tribes 
that are used by traders of second-hand clothing to interpret individual actions and behavior.  
Small traders often use tribal bonds to start up their businesses, by starting with selling 
clothes in ones close tribal circles, like family members and neighbors. By being dependent 
                                                 
14
 http://www.ethnologue.com/show_map.asp?name=KE&seq=10 
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on such bonds, trust becomes based on, as Pettit (1995: 211) calls them, “moralistic 
considerations”. Family ties hold access to important social and economic resources for 
traders, which can be used without strict rules about repayment (Shipton 1995:179). But 
such acts of solidarity are often complex, creating interdependencies, obligations and 
expectations of reciprocity, and can thus at the same time be reluctant forms of solidarity for 
family members (Bähre 2007:98).  
In economic transfers themselves tribally based stereotypes could also have an 
influence. Just knowing to which tribe someone belonged could for example change the price 
of second-hand clothing. Costumers from the same tribe were often given discounts. 
According to Jason he could get a trouser of KSh400 for KSh300 when buying it from 
somebody from the same tribe. The other way around, Jason would often pay more when 
dealing with a vendor of a tribe which did not hold a good relation with his own tribe. not all 
tribes were having disputes, but some especially bigger tribes were often talked about with 
some resentment. Jason said such feelings are mostly based on certain characteristics of 
tribes. Some characteristics like stupidity, having a big mouth, being lazy, impatient or 
reckless were generally believed to be certain tribe’s identities. As noticed in the joke of 
Thomas, Kukuyu’s for example were known for their deceiving and bargaining activities, and 
Kukuyu’s were therefore often treated with cautious by other tribes with issues concerning 
money.  
Although this does not mean that buyers from a similar tribe always get discounts or 
pay less. A market vendor in town used his good tribal connection exactly the other way 
around; to get even more profit from the sales. The vendor was a Kukuyu and when a 
woman, which was obviously a close friend from the same tribe, walked by without greeting 
him, he called her back: “Come on.., don’t you even say hi to your fellow tribesman?” (Street 
vendor Mombasa town, May 21, 2011) The woman came back, greeted him and eventually 
ended up buying two trousers for the price of three. First she complained about the price, 
and said the vendor knew her too well, and therefore increased the price. But the vendor 
eventually got away with it as ‘helping out a friend’. The woman walked away while pointing 
her finger up to him as a warning sign. Tribal relationships are thus formed in the social 
context and second-hand clothing traders make use of the attached obligations and 
commitments whenever convenient. 
Mostly coming from the same tribe as the seller, whether in Kongowea or in town, 
such connection did pay off, and they could be important motivations for buyers chooses. 
Lower prices, the ability to make specific orders, or some help in desperate times by for 
example allowing delays in payments or offering some gifts, could be some of the 
advantages of the imaginary social bonds create by the tribal labels.  
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Thomas showed that those advantages of tribal distinctions can go very far. When the 
feared ‘green car’ drove through the city centre, arresting people selling illegally on the 
street, Thomas would be passed over made the risk of getting caught like this minimal 
through tribal connections. He made a deal with a fellow Kikuyu, a policeman, that against 
some compensation would keep Thomas from either losing his stock to the municipality or 
getting arrest for illegal selling. Thomas admitted that it was actually a form of bribe and 
patronage, but he said everybody was part of the corruption of this business, else you would 
not survive. As described before others, like Jason, who did have the privilege of coming 
from the same tribe as most of the government personal (Kikuyu), often loosed their entire 
stock to the green car. This creates strange street images, in which parts of the second-hand 
clothing stalls are swapped out completely, while right next to it sellers would be sitting, 
putting up a cigarette, watching their neighbors losing their entire businesses. This leads to 
much frustrations and is also the reason why the biggest stereotypes were mostly concerning 
Kukuyu’s. Stereotypes are thus used by traders to deal with the power differences in the 
trade and to justify the status quo. As Link and Phelan (2001:376) explain; often “relatively 
powerless groups create labels and stereotypes about more powerful groups”. For Kikuyu 
traders like Thomas, it can be stated that the growth of his business depended strongly on 
his tribal connections in some higher governmental spheres. This was visible throughout the 
city centre; the best places in town were occupied by Kikuyu-vendors, which had the biggest 
amounts of stock, and largest marker stalls.  
 
Tribal differences and stereotypes could thus have an influence on the outcome of economic 
interaction. As Dasgupta (in Gambetta 2000) shows decisions about whether to trust 
somebody or not can thus be made on the preposition of being one of us, or one of them. 
Trust is thus based on the reputation of a group, which is reflected on the individual. This 
person will thus be ‘untested’ considered to be trustworthy based on such a reputation. 
Especially in social relationships that would normally take much time and resources to 
acquire very hard-to-get information, like deciding whether or not to deal with a certain 
broker, this untested trustworthiness position is valuable thing.  
On the other hand, not always will such mechanisms be appropriate or needed to be 
used. Tribal labels do only increase trust in very limited and specific contextual situations. 
And as Granovetter (985: 490) argues we only “settle for such generalized information when 
nothing better is available”. For some economic relationships, trust is based on very different 
attributes and implications and tribal stereotypes would only make it complicated.  
Amid for example almost never uses such stereotypes. This can partly be ascribed to 
the type of connections wholesalers and importers have. Part of their trading network 
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consists out of foreign businessman. Foreign business partners are often unfamiliar with the 
different Kenyan tribes and relationships tent to be more distant and businesslike.  
Also the background of must wholesalers is distinct from that of smaller traders. The 
majority of importers and wholesalers are namely an Arabic or Asian in origin, which places 
them outside the tribal issues of Kenya. They often see themselves as standing above 
certain disputes and are on the other hand also seen as a separate group by the ‘native 
Kenyans’: all “tribesman become Kenyans next to Asians” (Jason, conversation with author 
June 21, 2011). One of the consequences of this foreign background is that English is the 
main communication language between the wholesalers and their buyers. This thus also 
eliminates the tribal distinctions normally noticed through accents in Kiswahili.  
Another important aspect which limits the influence of tribal differences in business 
transactions is the simple fact that there are little wholesalers and imports compared to small 
traders and retailers. There are only around 20 importers in the harbor, leaving buyers 
without much choice. Thus buyers can not afford to take differences of tribe into 
consideration when searching a business partner. As described earlier, the contact between 
importers and their buyers is often also kept at a minimum and their relationships are not 
profound. There is less interest in creating a sustainable enduring relationship that could be 
strengthened by tribal resemblances. Getting introduced by one of such wholesalers was 
already hard enough.  
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7. Conclusion 
 
Trust is an almost forgotten and ignored concept in anthropological research. Only 
sociological game theories have tended to grasp the complexity of this term, while trust is 
one of the central aspects of any economic transaction. 
In this research about second-hand clothing trade relationships in Mombasa, Kenya, 
trust and distrust have been shown to be essential mechanisms in the economically based 
networks. The meaning and many faces of trust could only be explained by their situational 
manifestations, and thus the value chain of second-hand clothing offered an opening for 
studying the different aspects and applications of trust.  
By looking specifically at three places in which the second-hand clothing market 
makes itself most visible, the harbor, the marketplace Kongowea and the city centre of 
Mombasa, differentiations in the problems, possibilities and options for different mitumba 
traders could be explored. Those differentiations can be summarized as follows.  
On the top end of the market, wholesalers and importers are the ones pulling the 
strings and earning the most money in the trade. They are the only ones with foreign 
contacts concerning second-hand clothing, and this is often attached by a general lack of 
trust because of the limited available information. Because of their powerful position, Farrel 
(in Hardin 2004: 86) rightly argues that other traders thus have no reason to expect 
wholesalers to be trustworthy. This works out in two ways; on the one hand importers and 
wholesalers are increasingly digging themselves in, literally behind big doors and a big 
reputation, to eliminate insecurities which are caused by this absence of trust. On the other 
hand, this creates opportunities for middle men, like brokers, to pick their share of the profit. 
Brokers show how valuable correct market information is, but also how vulnerable, leading 
them to the edges of trust.  
In the transfer of clothing from the warehouses to the chaotic market place, trust is 
needed to protect oneself from deceiving wholesalers or brokers. Market traders achieve this 
level of trust by using their social networks and tribal acquaintances, especially when located 
on the ‘inside’ of the market. Getting introduced in the business requires resources and 
sometimes money to make yourself seen a trustworthy business partner. New traders can 
thus find themselves in a minefield of risks and insecurities, being very dependent on moral 
commitments of family and tribe, to get their first sales. And even then the inevitable risks of 
getting a ‘bad’ bale, makes the agency of traders very limited.  
It is up to the street vendors in the city centre to deal with flaws coming from far away 
closest, to transform them into desirable costumer-adjusted clothing. Establishing trust 
relationships with your costumers is crucial, and small traders use an abundance of 
strategies, which also involve little lies, trickery and deceit, to keep costumers bounded to the 
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business. But this on its turn, also establishes a general distrust, based on the thought that 
distrustful behavior could be expressed by anybody, being part of the bad and good forces in 
every character. As Bähre (2007) describes, such ambivalent feelings towards each other 
makes distrust an inevitable part of social relationships. And by using stereotypes and 
reputation to generalize and justify those thoughts, tribal identities can become an effective 
labeling strategy to strive for even more economic gains.  
Wholesalers, importers, traders, retailers and brokers are thus all involved in a 
network of relationships in which place, social contacts, reputation, and information are of 
great influence for the outcomes of economic transfers. Creating, maintaining, controlling, 
limiting, avoiding and using trust and distrust in this second-hand clothing network is what 
business is all about.   
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Appendix 1. Value chain second-hand clothing 
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